Dear Friends,

This past year, WAS opened new doors to the outdoors. Through greater emphasis on outreach and collaboration with referring partners, 49% of students served this past year were first-time participants in WAS programs. Scholarships continue to play a key role in lowering the threshold to participation, as 90% of students applied for and received scholarship support. Thanks to the outstanding generosity of our donors, we were successful in answering the call for more lessons, and as a result, 16% more students experienced the power of adaptive recreation. On top of the 2,590 individual lessons taught by instructors over the course of the year, an additional 742 lessons were provided to siblings, parents, and caregivers so the experience was shared.

WAS’s summer home in Murray, Utah has given us a new ecosystem in which to thrive. Being centrally located along the Wasatch Front has meant operations are accessible to the community and our delivery of service is more efficient and primed for future growth. The Equipment Rental Program continues to enable participants the opportunity to expand their recreational goals alongside family and friends, with adaptive equipment rented a total of 254 days over the course of the year.

This past year was our most successful in the history of the organization. We are grateful for each of our students and their families, volunteers, board members, and donors who championed WAS’s mission. Much appreciation is owed to the WAS staff and instructors for their profound dedication to enriching the lives of our students through recreation. Thanks to all of you, WAS’s programs continue to be a passport to the outdoor world, ensuring that Utah’s world-class recreation is available to all.

See you on the trails!

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Jahp
Executive Director
The mission of Wasatch Adaptive Sports is to encourage individuals with adaptive needs and their families to realize their potential and engage in active living through year-round recreational, educational, and social programs. WAS empowers students to maximize independence and live happier, healthier lives through the following programs:

**PRIVATE INSTRUCTION**
WAS offers students private instruction in a number of adaptive recreational activities throughout the year. Lessons are taught by highly trained instructors who personalize each session to the student’s unique abilities and goals so they are able to build skills and independence in a fun, social, and supportive environment.

**RENTAL PROGRAM**
WAS’s Rental Program enables individuals and families to borrow the organization’s adaptive equipment so that they are able to adventure on their own and continue gaining the many health benefits associated with recreation.

**VETERANS PROGRAM**
WAS’s Veterans Program seeks to serve veterans coping with physical, cognitive, and emotional difficulties by providing individual and group lessons that promote community integration, self-esteem, and healthy living.

**GROUP CYCLING RIDES**
As participants advance their cycling skills through private lessons, WAS group rides provide students the opportunity to continue developing independence in the sport. Riders who attend group rides train to compete in local races and work towards personal cycling goals.

**SOCIAL ACTIVITIES**
Social activities provide a way for students and families to gather, have fun, and build community through excursions, recreational opportunities, and other outings sponsored by WAS.
BY THE NUMBERS

583 Students

2,590 Lessons

30% CHILDREN

55% ADULTS

15% VETERANS

92% Lessons on Scholarship

90% Students Local to Utah
WAS students and families share how WAS programs had an impact on their lives this past year:

“WAS has been such a big deal to our family and to Josie. They have helped her with her strength, self-esteem, and independence.”
— Geri Roest

“The WAS skiing program has been amazing and really empowering. It is so fun and I love that instructors are really good at giving you the skills you need to be independent.”
— Kendra Muller

“Participating with WAS has helped with my anxiety and depression TREMENDOUSLY!!! My experiences with WAS as a participant and volunteer has changed the trajectory of my life to a much more positive and fulfilling one. Thank you WAS!!!”
— Christian Smith

Out of all respondents who completed WAS program surveys this past year, the following percentage of students and families reported improvements in the below areas due to participation in WAS programming:

- Motivation to be Active: 94%
- Strength: 92%
- Quality of Life: 90%
- Overall Mental Health: 88%
- Independence in Recreation: 87%
- Independence in Day-to-Day Life: 76%
STUDENT HIGHLIGHT: CAM GABLER

The Gablers have been visiting Snowbird for years, though it wasn’t until 2017 that Cam asked his mom if he could take lessons with Wasatch Adaptive Sports so he could get out on the mountain to ski with his family. Cam started taking lessons with WAS that winter, and he quickly learned the skills of monoskiing so that now he can rip down the mountain independently and be a part of his family’s experience each winter at Snowbird. When asked about his experience with WAS, Cam said,

“WAS has greatly influenced my physical and emotional health. Adaptive skiing has given me the excitement, activity, and a blissful state of flow that comes from the physical racing movement of the sport, which has previously never been available to me as a person with spina bifida. It also involves me with my family and allows me to participate in recreation that we all love and enjoy.”
COMMUNITY PARTNERS

WAS has developed strong relationships with other entities in the community that also work with children, adults, and veterans with disabilities so that we are best able to provide for the adaptive community together. Community partners include:
I appreciate the gift to our community that is Wasatch Adaptive Sports (WAS). The staff are true professionals in every sense of the word and we benefit from their passion and expertise for adaptive recreation. RAMMP (Rehab Advocate Mindset Mentorship Program) is an organic extension of the culture, mission, and mindset of our Inpatient NeuroSpecialty Rehab Unit at Intermountain Medical Center and is a valuable tool to help people live the healthiest lives possible after a traumatic event so they can do what matters most. We know that physical exercise and leisure recreation are crucial for a person’s healthy life balance which is why we have decided to partner with WAS to include a monthly adaptive recreation event as an important part of RAMMP. One of our patients, Miles Nielsen, after being in a car accident left him with a C6 complete spinal cord injury almost 3 years ago, came skiing with WAS. He stated, “That was so much fun. I can’t believe I waited so long to start this. This was probably the most fun I’ve had since my injury!” Thank you to everyone who has been a part of the healing and rebuilding of hope, inspiration and adaptive recreation skills so that our patients can live their lives to the fullest.

Bonnie Larsen, OTR/L
Inpatient Neuro-Specialty Rehab at Intermountain Medical Center
Occupational Therapist Registered/Licensed
RAMMP Coordinator
Wasatch Adaptive Sports
In July 2018, WAS signed the lease on our new Murray office. This facility serves as a complement to the organization’s Snowbird office and comes with a host of benefits including ample warehouse and office space as well as an accessible location for students, families, supporters, and staff to visit, attend meetings or trainings, rent equipment, and address any other needs they might have without driving up Little Cottonwood Canyon. To our generous community of supporters — thank you for helping to give WAS a second home in the heart of the community we seek to serve!
FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

OPERATING REVENUE
$1,330,714.96

OPERATING EXPENSES
$1,133,754.27
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THE 2018-19 TEAM

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Scott Beck, Chair  
Jill Atwood  
Rob Carpenter  
Matt Carter, DPT  
Dave Fields  
Mark Fox, MS, CCC-SLP  
Melissa Fromm  
Michael Green, DO  
Tom Jones  
Jennifer Romesser, PsyD  
Miguel Rovira  
Megan Zurkan

EX-OFFICIO BOARD
Bob Bonar  
Rich Lawson  
Steve Young

STAFF
Elizabeth Jahp, Executive Director  
Peter Mandler, Founder  
Eileen May-West, Program Director  
Marianne Ryan, Program Coordinator  
Abbie Rice, Development Director  
Stephanie Medlin, Community Relations Specialist  
Dani Nelson / Laura Benson, Operations Coordinator  
Robin Cecil, Special Events Manager  
Mary Hansen, Special Events Assistant  
Laura Smith, Bookkeeper

INSTRUCTORS
Jackson Ball  
Lisa Bartlit  
Lars Borson-Paine  
Tyndall Bounous  
Breanna Bozzuto  
Adalee Buchanan  
Alex Cavert  
Ed Chauner  
Michelle Fisher  
Jodi Flickinger  
Maddy Grainger  
Ed Heinrich  
Tom Hofmann  
Terese Horner  
Lindsay Jorgensen  
Amanda King  
Katie Kleinendorst  
Danielle Kuykendall  
Justin Latimer  
Justin May-West  
Christine McCormick  
Steve Mersereau  
Matt Nugent  
Allison Peterson  
Amanda Pierson  
Matt Ryan  
Dave Schoeneck  
Bob Simon  
Maddie Sears  
Bryson Webb  
Jenny Wigham  
Emma Warren

ALL-STAR VOLUNTEERS
Aubrie Aagard  
Pieter Blauvelt  
Rick Breiling  
Brody Broderick  
Breonna Burnett  
Mark Cheminant  
Kayley Cheminant  
Codin Chiritescu  
Kyle Daly  
Quinn Dolan  
Daniel Finn  
Holly Grainger  
Bryanna Howard  
Erich Jezowicz  
Ryan Relyea  
Larry Roof  
Matthew Schutt  
Nate Sharp  
Christian Smith  
Donna Tedesco  
Benjamin Thomas
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IN TOTAL, 154 VOLUNTEERS GAVE 3,368 HOURS IN SUPPORT OF WAS STUDENTS
“Owen got to experience something he’s never been able to take part in before. The instructors could not have been more fantastic!”
— Ashley Butler
(Owen’s mom)

Wasatch Adaptive Sports is deeply grateful to the individuals and organizations included on this list for your generosity. It is through the support of all donors that WAS is able to provide our life-changing programming.

**$10,000+**

- American United Federal Credit Union
- Anonymous
- The Bass Family
- The Byrne Family
- Cross Charitable Foundation
- DAV Charitable Service Trust
- George S. & Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation
- Willard L. Eccles Foundation
- Forever Young Foundation
- Beth & Mike Fox
- HGGC
- Farouk Hussein
- The Lawson Family
- Marriott Daughters Foundation
- John & Tresa Martindale
- Jerry Moyes & Swift Charities
- Craig H. Neilson Foundation
- POWDR
- Doug Smith Subaru
- Snowbird Resort
- Sorenson Legacy Foundation
- Subaru of America
- Utah Food Services
- Steve & Barb Young

**$5,000 - $9,999**

- Ailsa Capital
- Alta Ski Area
- Anonymous
- Ziggy Ansah
- The Beninati Family
- Boeing
- R. Harold Burton Foundation
- Rob Coons
- The Chung Family
- Lawrence T. and Janet T. Dee Foundation
- Dominion Energy
- Scott & Jenna Erdmann
- Nick & Deborah Greer
- Jeff & Tori Horsley
- Stefani & Scott Kimche
- Gregg & Shonaree Michael
- Miller Family Philanthropy
- My Brothers Keeper Foundation Trust
- Ryan & Michelle Relyea
- Skipio
- SLARCO UTANG
- Robert Sullivan
- Sysco
- Travelers Insurance
- Julie & Jeremy Veit
- Visit Salt Lake/Ski City
- WCF Insurance
- Wells Fargo

*This list acknowledges contributions made between July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019. Though we have made every effort to ensure that our donor list is accurate, please contact WAS’s development director Abbie Rice at abbie@wasatchadaptivesports.org with corrections.*
### $2,500 - $4,999
- John & Jen Bosshard
- Tom & Carolina Branch
- Tim Brennwald
- Cambia Health Solutions Fund of The Oregon Community Foundation
- Rob & Suzanne Carpenter
- Core & Main
- Julie Debenham
- Herwig Domschar
- Douglas Durst
- Jack & Katie Fates
- Donald & Mary Gamble
- Boris Goldsteyn
- Judy Gooch
- Garret Gray
- Mike Green & Genevieve Olivier
- Rob Greener
- GSBS Architects
- Lee & Shelley Johnson
- Tom & Jan Jones
- Kennecott Charitable Foundation
- Kim & Patty Kimball
- Layton Construction
- Ivan Lazarev
- Mike Maughan
- Chris McCandless
- McWane Ductile
- Bob & Carol Miller
- Miller Paving
- Model Linen Service
- Eric Motzkus
- Mary Neuman
- Vess Pearson
- Nathan Rafferty
- Stanley & Suzanne Rand
- Joe Royer
- Howard Schmidt
- Mike Schott
- Richard & Nancy Schutt
- Snowbird Mountain Hosts
- Edward N. Snyder III
- Mark Snyderman
- The Trebilcock Family
- Vivint Gives Back
- Walmart Foundation
- Wheeler Machinery Co.

### $500 - $999
- Andeavor
- Doug Anderson
- Weston Anderson
- Thomas & Laura Asturias
- Rochelle Beatty
- Greg Bell
- Junior Bryant
- Buc Buchanan
- Matt Button
- Ken Chahine
- Bill Conrad
- Bill Corso
- Curry Cozzi
- Brian Dobias
- Pat Dugoni
- Shane Edmonds
- Dennis Gaspari
- Dania Gokovski
- Goldenwest Credit Union
- Bruce Goluskin
- Martin Hason
- Pat Hinz
- Jeremiah Jewkes
- Todd Kener
- Chris Keramati
- John Langbein
- Ben Lowe
- Steven Lund
- Patrick Malanga
- Steve Marino
- Rob Maxfield
- Daniel & Heather May
- Walter McCormack
- Wayne Niederhauser
- Nicole Ongko
- Colin Phinisey
- Rebecca Rasmussen
- Ryan Roestenburg
- The Romesser-Plumb Family
- Miguel Rovira
- Kristine Sauter
- Lorraine Schneider
- Chris Schulze
- John Shane

### IN-KIND
A number of individuals and organizations also make substantial in-kind contributions to WAS, including:
- Bonneville Salt Lake
- The Bronze Buffalo Club
- Constellation Brands
- Sean Donnelly & Wings For Heroes
- Scott & Jenna Erdmann
- Garret Gray & Wayne Butler from Next Gear
- The Home Depot Foundation
- Iron Horse Concrete & Construction
- The Hough Family
- Larry H. Miller Tour of Utah
- Jerry Moyes & Swift Charities
- Overstock
- Powderbird
- Ski City
- Bonnie Smith
- Snowbird Resort
- Stein Eriksen Residences
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Dear Friends,

I am starting my term as board chair at Wasatch Adaptive Sports feeling truly excited about the future of our organization and adaptive sports. Engaging in adaptive sports offers incredible physical, psychological, and emotional rewards for the body and mind. Our program inspires participants to reach for the sky and achieve their dreams by optimizing movement to improve the outdoor experience. WAS facilitates through its programming vital changes and personal development within our students. These activities create a positive environment for learning and enhancing self-esteem.

We have an incredibly talented team and an engaged board of directors that are committed to delivering access to the outdoor experience to individuals with adaptive needs and their families through year-round recreational, educational, and social programs. It is with your unwavering support and generosity that our organization and our students continue to thrive and flourish. I look forward to seeing many of you on the slopes and at our annual Steve Young Ski Classic fundraiser!

Sincerely,

Miguel Rovira
Director of Business and Community Relations
Regence BlueCross BlueShield of Utah
Board Chair
"If you want your child to feel special and work with people that genuinely care about kids and helping them, please enroll in WAS. They are amazing people."
— Damon Rockhill (Baxlie’s dad)
INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING, VOLUNTEERING, OR SUPPORTING WASATCH ADAPTIVE SPORTS?
Visit wasatchadaptablesports.org to learn more!